
 

 

Middle School Newsletter 
August 23, 2019 

 
TOP STORIES & UPCOMING EVENTS 

● Tuesday, August 27th, 6:00 - 7:30 p.m. - Middle School Curriculum Night 
● September 2nd No School - Labor Day 
● September 3rd No School - Teacher Work Day 

 

We hope to see you all on Tuesday for the Middle School Curriculum Night! 

 

Information was sent home today about schoology, which will be used for communication 
purposes, a calendar of events, assignments, and grades. 

 

Do you have any scrap string, yarn, ribbon, or remnant fabric scraps? This year, each grade 
level will be completing  a fiber arts project. Please donate any unwanted fiber art materials 
to the studio. Thank you for supporting our creative journey in the studio. 

 

 



English Language Arts 
David Barker - barkerd@myips.org 

This week in English-Language Arts, students worked on a close-reading analysis of song 
lyrics to continue to build the foundations for a successful year in English language arts. 
We also began supporting content from their Individuals & Societies classes.  They have 
been completing their NWEA MAP Assessment in reading this week.  In the coming week, 
we will be reviewing the data and continue to dive into content support. 

Students have also been diving into their independent reading books. 

Individuals & Societies 
Addison Moeller - moellera@myips.org 

6th Grade: This week we began our mini projects on culture. Students reflected on their 
own culture and why it is important to them. They also selected a country from around the 
world, researched it, and began combining their culture with their researched country’s 
culture. Students will continue to work on these projects next week.  

7th Grade: Students learned about the first civilization in the world, Mesopotamia. They 
read about their civilization, achievements, learned how to write using Cuneiform. 

8th Grade: In order to dive into our Indigenous People of America unit, students worked in 
groups to research a specific native tribe to America. They then presented their research to 
the class through a PowerPoint and learned about other tribes.  

Science 
Micahel Krisko - kriskom@myips.org 

The science room has been a hive of activity with students learning and discussing the 
prehistoric humans and the reasons for evolution to push humans towards the beings we 
currently are. 
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Math 
Michiah Arguello - arguellom@myips.org 

6th Grade spent the week reviewing area and multiplication. We also worked on our 
number sense, including some key mathematical terms, mean, median, mode; and graphing 
points on a number line and grid. 

7th Grade has been practicing ratios. With some ratio work, we dabbled with the basics of 
algebra and variables. We’ve been working on ratio tables and are possibly building towards 
a project including some chocolate chips?!  

8th Grade now has two sections: Algebra and Pre-Algebra! Pre-Algebra has been learning 
about transformations and what reflections, rotations, and translations. Algebra has begun 
function work and ended the week with stations about pattern growth.  

Math & Media 
Paige Kuper - kuperp@myips.org 

This week we have been NWEA testing. The students have been utilizing this opportunity 
to show us the growth they’ve made as well as areas they struggle with. Make-up NWEA 
testing and/or students who did not finish this week will continue next week as well.  

Spanish 
Breanne Levy - levyb@myips.org 

We’ve continued our work on conversational Spanish. Students have been working on 
speaking, asking and answering questions about family. We also got to play Jeopardy at the 
end of the week to practice translating and thinking in Spanish. 

Band and Orchestra 
Christopher Abbe - abbec@myips.org 

Each band and orchestra was able to play this week and we are now playing in class each 
and every day.  Monday & Wednesday are band days and Tuesday and Thursday are 
orchestra days.  Please make sure your child is practicing 15 minutes a day or 30 minutes 
on the days I do not see them in class. Be on the lookout for music making in your house!!   
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Studio 
Amy Lapka - lapkaa@myips.org 

6th Grade: Continuing with our theme on personal identity students discussed their 
personality traits and chose an animal that best represents themselves. These animals 
become our “totems” or our “spirit animals.” We then started creating each body part out 
of newsprint paper and tape on Tuesday.  We will begin using plaster to sculpt over our 
animals bodies on Thursday.  

7th/8th Grade: In the studio we are revisiting clay and adding to our knowledge of clay 
skills that we started last year with our geometric and abstract African Masks. This year we 
are creating realistic self portraits in clay. This week we are focusing on creating realistic 
noses and modeling skull-like surfaces on our slabs including browbones and cheek bones.   

STEM / Project Lead the Way 
Dustin McKinney - mckinneyd@myips.org 

After completing our Instant Design Challenge, we explored the elements of the design 
process using our experience.  Then we started exploring the role of sketches in the design 
process and began learning about how to do different representations.  We used isometric 
graph paper to show different views of an object. 

 

General Music 

Emily Bax - baxec@myips.org 

6th Grade spent this week exploring musical influence. They researched musical artists 
they like and discovered two musicians or musical groups that inspired them. Then they 
had to research who inspired those musicians. We created a crazy web on the bulletin 
board in Ms. Bax’s room of who inspired who. The most influential musician on our web 
was Jimi Hendrix. 

7th & 8th grade both worked on a drumming piece this week. Both are getting comfortable 
with drum circle instruments in order to move onto a project incorporating emotions and 
music. 

Students who want more music in their weeks are encouraged to sign up for the before 
school club Orff Ensemble. More information and sign ups can be found 
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Movement 

River Pitlock - pitlockc@myips.org 

6th/7th/8th: We needed to get our FitnessGram Pre-Tests completed, so we spent most of 
the week completing the Pacer test, the Push Up test, and the Curl-up test. We were able 
to get back into our first unit of baseball with working on learning about the game by 
playing modified games of wiffle ball. 

 

Contact Info 

Principal - Ron Smith - smithrow@myips.org 

Assistant Principal - Micah Nelson - nelsonml@myips.org 

Atelierista - Dustin McKinney - mckinneyd@myips.org 

Pedagogista - Billy Travis - travisw@myips.org 

Counselor - Jennifer Schaffer - schafferj@myips.org 

Inclusion Teacher - Lisa Thomas - sheldonl@myips.org 

Interventionist - Lauren Upchurch - upchurchl@myips.org 

Parent Inclusion - Jessica McNiel - mcnielj@myips.org 

Parent Inclusion - Laura Dandelet - dandeletl@myips.org 

Theatre - Denise Warnsby - warnsbyd@myips.org 
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